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The Unshakable Truth
2011-08-01

the name josh mcdowell promises real life on the street
christian apologetics in his first harvest house book josh joins
his son sean to draw on his life s work and comprehensively
address a vital issue why an entire generation of young
christians and millions of older believers is confused about
what they believe why they believe it and how it s relevant
the unshakable truth is uniquely positioned for younger
christians because it presents apologetics relationally
focusing on how christianity s doctrines affect relationships
the authors ground every assertion in the overarching story
of creation incarnation and re creation distill 12 crucial faith
statements for example a personal creator god exists explain
why each statement is trustworthy how it applies to real life
and using examples stories and experiences what its
relevance is a spiritual gold mine for parents youth workers
pastors anyone wanting to reveal christianity s relevance to
today s life and culture

Evidence That Demands a Verdict
2017-10-03

everything you need to effectively defend the truths of the
bible and the beliefs of the christian faith winner of the 2018
ecpa christian book award for bible reference works the truth
of the bible doesn t change but its critics do now with his son
sean mcdowell speaker and author josh mcdowell has
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updated and expanded the modern apologetics classic for a
new generation evidence that demands a verdict provides an
expansive defense of christianity s core truths rebuttals to
some recent and popular forms of skepticism and insightful
responses to the bible s most difficult and misused passages
it invites readers to bring their doubts and doesn t shy away
from the tough questions topics and questions are covered in
four main parts evidence for the bible evidence for jesus
evidence for the old testament evidence for truth also
included you ll find an introduction about the biblical
mandate to defend one s faith and why our faith is built on
facts a prologue describing why we live in a theistic universe
a closing response to the specific challenges of atheist new
testament scholar bart ehrman two reflections how to know
god personally and he changed my life serving as a go to
reference for even the toughest questions evidence that
demands a verdict continues to encourage and strengthen
millions by providing christians the answers they need to
defend their faith against the harshest critics and skeptics
here s a treasure trove of apologetic gems this is an
indispensable book that all christians should keep within
reach lee strobel bestselling author of the case for christ

Truth Matters
1995-07-01

as part of the national right from wrong campaign this
curriculum series is designed to eqiup adults to fulfill their
responsibility to teach young people how to determine right
from wrong each of the videos in this series is designed as a
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50 minute lesson 30 minutes of video and 20 minutes of
group interaction a comprehensive resource for countering
the culture and rebuilding the moral foundations of our
families

Truth Slayers
1995-03-21

high school student brittney marsh is about to discover truth
however the forces of hell are determined to prevent her
from finding it in this novel josh mcdowell and bob hostetler
uncover the truth about making right moral choices aimed at
teens this practical biblically based book combines fiction
and fact for a lasting moral impact

The Beauty of Intolerance
2016-05-20

today s message of cultural acceptance is dangerously
distorted and deceptive in a world that shouts if you truly
care about other people you must agree that their beliefs
values lifestyle and truth claims are equal and as valid as
yours it s no wonder our youth are confused the beauty of
intolerance brand new from josh mcdowell with son sean
mcdowell cuts through the confusion and points readers back
to the place where the only truth resides jesus christ tied
directly to the heroic truth initiative launched by the josh
mcdowell ministry the mcdowells will share how a biblical
view of truth can counter cultural tolerance and encourage a
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love and acceptance of others apart from their actions with a
heart of christlike compassion

In Search of Truth (Pack Of 25)
2005-05-31

few people were ever more sincere than i in trying without
success to find meaning truth and purpose to life but at the
university i noticed a small group of people eight students
and two faculty members with something different they
seemed to know what they believed and why i wanted what i
saw two weeks later while i was sitting with some of them at
a table in the student union the conversation began to center
on god that bothered me because i thought it was not
intellectual and yet i was curious leaning back in my chair i
said to one of the students tell me what has made you so
different from others she looked me in the eye with a little
smile and said jesus christ my response revealed my bias
and my ignorance oh for heaven s sake i said don t give me
that garbage about religion to which she replied i didn t say
religion i said jesus christ my new friends challenged me to
examine the claims of christ i thought most christians were
idiots but these people were persistent finally i accepted
their challenge out of pride to refute them one of the crucial
areas of my research to refute christianity centered around
his resurrection more than 1 000 hours of studying this
subject showed me that the resurrection of jesus christ was
either one of the most wicked heartless vicious hoaxes ever
foisted upon human minds or it was the most fantastic fact of
history jesus of nazareth a jewish prophet claimed to be the
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christ prophesied in the jewish scriptures he was arrested
judged a political criminal and crucified three days after his
death and burial some women went to his tomb and found
the body gone his disciples claimed that god had raised him
from the dead and that he had appeared to them and to
many others at various times before ascending into heaven
in my attempt to refute christianity i made some startling
observations about the resurrection the testimony of history
for example i had no idea there was so much positive
historical literary and legal testimony supporting the
factuality of christ s resurrection but the more i investigated
the more evidence i found i came to see why the apostle
paul had said if christ has not been raised our preaching is
useless and so is your faith 1 corinthians 15 14 jesus
foretelling of his resurrection was another of my startling
observations prior to jesus death he took his disciples aside
and told them that he would be condemned to death and
handed over to the romans who would mock him and spit on
him flog him and kill him and three days later he would rise
from the dead mark 10 33 34 the more i studied the
historical biblical christian faith the more i realized it is a
thinking person s faith as jesus said you will know the truth
and the truth will set you free john 8 32 but alongside the
scholarly evidence for the resurrection there is circumstantial
evidence what happened to me having set out to refute the
resurrection and christianity and then having been
compelled by the evidence to believe that jesus christ was
indeed exactly who he claimed to be and that he indeed rose
from the dead i faced a new problem my mind was saying
christianity is true but my will was saying don t admit it it
came to the point where i d go to bed at ten and wouldn t fall
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asleep until four in the morning i knew i had to get jesus off
my mind or go out of my mind finally on december 19 1959
at 8 30 p m i became a christian i prayed four things that
night to establish a relationship with the resurrected living
christ who has since transformed my life first i said lord jesus
thank you for dying on the cross for me second i said i
confess those things in my life that are not pleasing to you i
ask you to forgive and cleanse me the bible says though your
sins are like scarlet they shall be as white as snow isaiah 1
18 third i said right now in the best way i know how i open
the door of my heart and life and i trust you as my savior and
lord thank you for coming into my life by faith after i prayed
nothing happened there was no bolt of lightning i even said
to myself oh no what d i get sucked into now i felt i d gone
off the deep end and some of my friends agreed but i can tell
you now that in six months to a year and a half i found that i
had not gone off the deep end later in a debate with the
head of the history department of a midwestern university i
said that my life had been changed my opponent interrupted
me to say mcdowell are you trying to tell us that god
changed your life in the twentieth century after 45 minutes
of my describing changes he said okay that s enough one
area i told him about was the mental peace i had finally
found another was control of my temper and old hatreds
gradually turning to love you can laugh at christianity you
can mock and ridicule it but it changes lives christianity is
not something that can be forced on anyone all i can do is
tell what i ve learned beyond that it s your decision christ
was raised from the dead he lives he has the infinite capacity
to enter your life forgive you and change you from the inside
out excerpted from the resurrection factor published by here
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s life publishers san bernardino california reprinted by
permission of campus crusade for christ

Is the Bible True . . . Really?
2011-01-01

with over 40 million books sold bestselling author josh
mcdowell is no stranger to creatively presenting biblical truth
now partnering with fellow apologist dave sterrett josh
introduces a new series targeted at the intersection of story
and truth the coffee house chronicles are short easily
devoured novellas aimed at answering prevalent spiritual
questions each book in the series tackles a long contested
question of the faith and then answer these questions with
truth through relationships and dialogue in each story in is
the bible true really a dialogue on skepticism evidence and
truth we meet nick a college freshman at a state school in
texas nick has his spiritual world turned upside down with
what he hears in an introduction to religion class his
questions turn into conversations as he dialogues with
professors friends and family about the authenticity and
authority of the bible the other two books in the series who is
jesus really and did the resurrection happen really continue
the unfolding story at the college campus and the coffee
house down the road

In Search of Truth (Pack Of 25)
2015-05-31
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few people have been more sincere than i in trying without
success to find meaning truth and purpose in life at the
university i noticed a small group of people eight students
and two faculty members who seemed different they seemed
to know what they believed and why i wanted what i saw two
weeks later while i was sitting with some of them in the
student union the conversation turned to god that bothered
me because i thought it was not intellectual and yet i was
curious leaning back in my chair i said to one of the students
tell me what has made you so different from others she
looked me in the eye with a little smile and said jesus christ
my response revealed my bias and my ignorance oh for
heaven s sake i said don t give me that garbage about
religion she replied i didn t say religion i said jesus christ my
new friends challenged me to examine the claims of christ i
thought most christians were idiots but these people were
persistent finally i accepted their challenge but i did so out of
pride to refute them one of the claims i researched was
christ s resurrection and after more than one thousand hours
of study i concluded that the resurrection of jesus christ was
either one of the most vicious hoaxes ever foisted upon
human minds or the most fantastic fact of history jesus of
nazareth a jewish prophet claimed to be the christ
prophesied in the jewish scriptures he was arrested judged a
political criminal and crucified three days after his death and
burial some women went to his tomb and found his body
gone his disciples claimed that god had raised him from the
dead and that he had appeared to them and to many others
at various times before ascending into heaven in my attempt
to refute christianity i made some startling observations until
then i d had no idea there was so much historical literary and
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legal testimony supporting the factuality of christ s
resurrection but the more i investigated the more evidence i
found including jesus s foretelling of his resurrection prior to
his death he took his disciples aside and told them that he
would be condemned to death and handed over to the
romans who would mock him and spit on him flog him and
kill him and three days later he would rise from the dead
mark 10 33 34 the more i studied the christian faith the more
i realized it is a thinking person s faith as jesus said you will
know the truth and the truth will set you free john 8 32
having set out to refute the resurrection and christianity and
then having been compelled by the evidence to believe that
jesus christ was indeed exactly who he claimed to be i faced
a new problem my mind was saying christianity is true but
my will was saying don t admit it it came to the point where i
couldn t sleep at night i knew i had to get jesus off my mind
or go out of my mind finally on december 19 1959 at 8 30 p
m i became a christian i prayed four things that night to
establish a relationship with the resurrected living christ who
has since transformed my life first i said lord jesus thank you
for dying on the cross for me second i said i confess there
are things in my life that are not pleasing to you i ask you to
forgive and cleanse me the bible says though your sins are
like scarlet they shall be as white as snow isaiah 1 18 third i
said right now in the best way i know how i open the door of
my heart and life and i trust you as my savior and lord thank
you for coming into my life by faith after i prayed nothing
happened there was no bolt of lightning i even said to myself
oh no what d i get sucked into now i felt i d gone off the deep
end and some of my friends agreed but i can tell you now
that in the months following i found that i had not gone off
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the deep end for one thing i had finally found mental peace i
had also found control of my temper and old hatreds were
gradually turning to love you can laugh at christianity you
can mock and ridicule it but it changes lives christianity
cannot be forced on anyone all i can do is tell you what i ve
learned beyond that it s your decision christ was raised from
the dead he lives he has the infinite capacity to enter your
life forgive you and change you from the inside out adapted
from the resurrection factor published by here s life
publishers san bernardino california reprinted by permission
of campus crusade for christ

#Truth
2017-08-01

inspire challenge fuel your faith this daily devotional from
josh mcdowell unpacks spiritual truths that will inspire
challenge and fuel your soul every day of the year from
january 1 to december 31 practical and relevant each month
of devotional readings shares a common theme january the
truth that god exists february the truth about god s word
march the truth about original sin april the truth about god
becoming human may the truth about christ s atonement for
sin june the truth about justification through faith in jesus
christ july the truth about living the transformed life august
the truth about jesus bodily resurrection september the truth
about the trinity october the truth about god s kingdom
november the truth about the church december the truth
about christ s return truth is 365 youth devotions connecting
life and faith will lead you to understand the truths of god
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and how living them out is beneficial in your everyday life

Evidence That Demands a Verdict
(Anglicized)
2018-01-15

god s word tells us we must always be prepared to give an
answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the
hope that you have 1 peter 3 15 this updated classic from
josh mcdowell and sean mcdowell will give you the tools you
need to do just that the modern apologetics classic that
started it all is now completely revised and updated because
the truth of the bible doesn t change but its critics do with
the original evidence that demands a verdict bestselling
author josh mcdowell gave christian readers the answers
they needed to defend their faith against the harshest critics
and sceptics since that time evidence has remained a
trusted resource for believers young and old bringing
historical documentation and the best modern scholarship to
bear on the trustworthiness of the bible and its teachings this
extensive volume has encouraged and strengthened millions
now with his son sean mcdowell josh mcdowell has updated
and expanded this classic resource for a new generation this
is a book that invites readers to bring their doubts and doesn
t shy away from the tough questions

Right from Wrong
1994
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in an age of moral and ethical relativism where truth is a
matter of taste and morality of individual preference this
book points the way to the ancient and eternal verities and
provide young people with a biblical standard for making
moral and ethical decisions copyright libri gmbh all rights
reserved

The Truth Twisters
2006

as the westcastle community church youth group travels to
mali on a mission trip two of satan s underlings plot to
destroy the faith of several of the young people

O God
2009

the authors provide a christian response to the teachings of
oprah and her friends including current best selling authors
and influential spiritual teachers through a fictional dialogue
between two female graduate students

The Unshakable Truth
2010-06

the name josh mcdowell promises real life on the street
christian apologetics mcdowell along with his son sean draws
on a lifetime of work to create this comprehensive handbook
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on what christians believe why they believe it how it is
relevant to life and how they can pass it on to the next
generation the unshakable truth is uniquely positioned in the
way it presents apologetics relationally focusing on how right
believing affects not only believers but also the people they
encounter the authors help readers understand god s grand
plan of creation incarnation and re creation discover the 12
truth statements of scripture and why they are credible and
critical to living out the christian faith experience the
authenticity of faith through practical examples and real life
stories that demonstrate how relevant the gospel is to life a
spiritual gold mine for pastors leaders parents and youth
workers anyone wanting to reveal christianity s power in
today s life and culture

The Unshakable Truth® Study
Guide
2011-01-01

this comprehensive study guide covers the introduction and
the 12 foundational truths distilled in the unshakable truth
making it ideal for a 13 week group course and adaptable for
a 52 week one users of the study guide whether individuals
or church groups will get a firm grip on the book s central
issues what they as christians believe why they believe it
how it s relevant to life and how they can pass it on to the
next generation the guide will help them work the meaning
credibility and relevance of christianity deep into their minds
and hearts ultimately believers will be helped to understand
apologetics relationally seeing how right believing affects not
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only them but also the people they encounter a great
resource for pastors leaders parents youth groups church
groups anyone wanting to reveal christianity s power in
today s life and culture

Who is Jesus . . . Really?
2011-01-01

with over 40 million books sold bestselling author josh
mcdowell is no stranger to creatively presenting biblical truth
now partnering with fellow apologist dave sterrett josh
introduces a new series targeted at the intersection of story
and truth the coffee house chronicles are short easily
devoured novellas aimed at answering prevalent spiritual
questions each book in the series tackles a long contested
question of the faith and then answer these questions with
truth through relationships and dialogue in each story in who
is jesus really a dialogue on god man and grace the group of
students now meeting at the coffee house at a college town
in texas come face to face with the implications of the
person and works of jesus christ their questions and
conversations lead them to creatively respond to a well
known atheist about jesus claims and actions the other two
books in the series is the bible true really and did the
resurrection happen really continue the unfolding story at
the college campus and the coffee house down the road
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Broken--Experience Victory over Sin
2011-09-01

broken experience victory over sin 3 of the unshakable truth
journey growth guides examines the truth about humankind
s brokenness because of original sin humankind s ongoing
problem with sin and how instead to make right choices in
life series copy an entire generation of young christians
along with millions of older believers is confused about what
they believe why they believe it and how it s relevant the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a series of 12
courses designed especially for churches church classes and
small groups they get to the heart of what being a true
follower of christ means and what knowing christ is all about
each five session guide is based one of 12 core truths of the
christian faith presented in josh and sean mcdowell s book
the unshakable truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant
these guides uniquely positioned for today s culture because
they highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation

Sacrifice
2012-02
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sacrifice experience a deeper way to love digs into the truth
about christ s atonement the truth that christ had to die to
purchase our salvation shows the true meaning of love and
how god can bring us into a right relationship with him in
spite of our sin series copy an entire generation of young
christians along with millions of older believers is confused
about what they believe why they believe it and how it s
relevant the unshakable truth journey growth guides are a
series of 12 courses designed especially for churches church
classes and small groups they get to the heart of what being
a true follower of christ means and what knowing christ is all
about each five session guide is based one of 12 core truths
of the christian faith presented in josh and sean mcdowell s
book the unshakable truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant
these guides uniquely positioned for today s culture because
they highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation

Accepted
2011

an entire generation of young christians along with millions
of older believers is confused about what they believe why
they believe it and how it s relevant the unshakable truth
journey growth guides are a series of 12 courses designed
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especially for churches church classes and small groups they
get to the heart of what being a true follower of christ means
and what knowing christ is all about each five session guide
is based one of 12 core truths of the christian faith presented
in josh and sean mcdowell s book the unshakable truth the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are orthodox hard
hitting relevant they re uniquely positioned for today s
culture because they 1 highlight how christianity s beliefs
affect relationships 2 promote a relational group context in
which christians can experience the teaching in depth and 3
show believers how they can live out christianity s central
truths before their community and world more than just a
program the unshakable truth journey growth guides are a
tool for long term change and transformation inspired
experience the power of god s word the unshakable truth
journey growth guide 2 explores the truth that god has
spoken and revealed himself to humanity within the bible
further he gave us his word for a very clear purpose to
provide for us and protect us

Resurrected--Experience Freedom
from the Fear of Death
2012-02

resurrected experience freedom from the fear of death the
unshakable truth journey growth guide 8 focuses on the truth
about christ s resurrection the truth that christ rose from the
grave and that his resurrection is a historical event assures
us of eternal life and overcomes any fear of dying series
copy an entire generation of young christians along with
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millions of older believers is confused about what they
believe why they believe it and how it s relevant the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a series of 12
courses designed especially for churches church classes and
small groups they get to the heart of what being a true
follower of christ means and what knowing christ is all about
each five session guide is based one of 12 core truths of the
christian faith presented in josh and sean mcdowell s book
the unshakable truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant
these guides uniquely positioned for today s culture because
they highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation

Created--Experience Your Unique
Purpose
2011-09-01

created experience your unique purpose the unshakable
truth journey growth guide 1 is devoted to the truth that god
is he exists and he created human beings for a reason it lays
a foundation for who people are because they re god s
creation who god designed them to be and how they can live
a life of fulfillment series copy an entire generation of young
christians along with millions of older believers is confused
about what they believe why they believe it and how it s
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relevant the unshakable truth journey growth guides are a
series of 12 courses designed especially for churches church
classes and small groups they get to the heart of what being
a true follower of christ means and what knowing christ is all
about each five session guide is based one of 12 core truths
of the christian faith presented in josh and sean mcdowell s
book the unshakable truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant
these guides uniquely positioned for today s culture because
they highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation

Perspective--Experience the World
Through God's Eyes
2012-09

an entire generation of young christians along with millions
of older believers is confused about what they believe why
they believe it and how it s relevant the unshakable truth
journey growth guides are a series of 12 courses designed
especially for churches church classes and small groups they
get to the heart of what being a true follower of christ means
and what knowing christ is all about each five session guide
is based on one of 12 core truths of the christian faith
presented in josh and sean mcdowell s book the unshakable
truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant these guides are
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uniquely positioned for today s culture because they
highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation perspective experience the
world through god s eyes focuses on the truth about god s
kingdom and how it gives us a new perspective a biblical
worldview we can experience the kingdom here and now as
we grasp how it affects our view of our world

Community--Experience Jesus Alive
in His People
2012-09-01

an entire generation of young christians along with millions
of older believers is confused about what they believe why
they believe it and how it s relevant the unshakable truth
journey growth guides are a series of 12 courses designed
especially for churches church classes and small groups they
get to the heart of what being a true follower of christ means
and what knowing christ is all about each five session guide
is based on one of 12 core truths of the christian faith
presented in josh and sean mcdowell s book the unshakable
truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant these guides are
uniquely positioned for today s culture because they
highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
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experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation community experience
jesus alive in his people explores the truth about christ s
body the church and christians mission in life it lays the
foundation for how to experience true community

Is the Bible Personally from God?
2006-08-01

leaders guide for children in grades 1 3 and 4 6 deliver a
powerful message on how god s spirit enables them to live
by his word in relationship with others children will learn how
to yield to the holy spirit and how that makes both god and
them very happy includes reproducible handouts

Growing--Experience the Dynamic
Path to Transformation
2012-02

growing experience the dynamic path to transformation
speaks to the truth about our transformed life in christ the
truth about our transformed life in christ defines who we are
in this world and shows how we can know our purpose in life
series copy an entire generation of young christians along
with millions of older believers is confused about what they
believe why they believe it and how it s relevant the
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unshakable truth journey growth guides are a series of 12
courses designed especially for churches church classes and
small groups they get to the heart of what being a true
follower of christ means and what knowing christ is all about
each five session guide is based one of 12 core truths of the
christian faith presented in josh and sean mcdowell s book
the unshakable truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant
these guides uniquely positioned for today s culture because
they highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation

Forgiven--Experience the Surprising
Grace of God
2012-02

forgiven experience the surprising grace of god the
unshakable truth journey growth guide 6 explores the truth
about the power of god s grace the truth that god can offer
us forgiveness in spite of our sin helps us understand how we
actually obtain a relationship with him series copy an entire
generation of young christians along with millions of older
believers is confused about what they believe why they
believe it and how it s relevant the unshakable truth journey
growth guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially
for churches church classes and small groups they get to the
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heart of what being a true follower of christ means and what
knowing christ is all about each five session guide is based
one of 12 core truths of the christian faith presented in josh
and sean mcdowell s book the unshakable truth orthodox
hard hitting and relevant these guides uniquely positioned
for today s culture because they highlight how christianity s
beliefs affect relationships promote a relational group
context in which christians can experience the teaching in
depth and show believers how they can live out christianity s
central truths before their community and world more than
just a program the unshakable truth journey growth guides
are a tool for long term change and transformation

Empowered--Experience Living in
the Power of the Spirit
2012-09-01

an entire generation of young christians along with millions
of older believers is confused about what they believe why
they believe it and how it s relevant the unshakable truth
journey growth guides are a series of 12 courses designed
especially for churches church classes and small groups they
get to the heart of what being a true follower of christ means
and what knowing christ is all about each five session guide
is based on one of 12 core truths of the christian faith
presented in josh and sean mcdowell s book the unshakable
truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant these guides are
uniquely positioned for today s culture because they
highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
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experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation empowered experience
living in the power of the spirit opens up the truth of god s
being three in one because he is a trinity his natural is
relational he defines the essence of how any relationship
works through the power of the holy spirit we can experience
the truth of relationships in the way god defines them

Restored--Experience the Joy of
Your Eternal Destiny
2012-09

an entire generation of young christians along with millions
of older believers is confused about what they believe why
they believe it and how it s relevant the unshakable truth
journey growth guides are a series of 12 courses designed
especially for churches church classes and small groups they
get to the heart of what being a true follower of christ means
and what knowing christ is all about each five session guide
is based on one of 12 core truths of the christian faith
presented in josh and sean mcdowell s book the unshakable
truth orthodox hard hitting and relevant these guides are
uniquely positioned for today s culture because they
highlight how christianity s beliefs affect relationships
promote a relational group context in which christians can
experience the teaching in depth and show believers how
they can live out christianity s central truths before their
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community and world more than just a program the
unshakable truth journey growth guides are a tool for long
term change and transformation restored experience the joy
of your eternal destiny explores the truth about the return of
christ the truth that jesus is coming back helps us grasp our
destiny in life and gain an eternal perspective on life and
death

Inspired--Experience the Power of
God's Word
2011-09-01

inspired experience the power of god s word the unshakable
truth journey growth guide 2 explores the truth that god has
spoken and revealed himself to humanity within the bible
further he gave us his word for a very clear purpose to
provide for us and protect us series copy an entire
generation of young christians along with millions of older
believers is confused about what they believe why they
believe it and how it s relevant the unshakable truth journey
growth guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially
for churches church classes and small groups they get to the
heart of what being a true follower of christ means and what
knowing christ is all about each five session guide is based
one of 12 core truths of the christian faith presented in josh
and sean mcdowell s book the unshakable truth orthodox
hard hitting and relevant these guides uniquely positioned
for today s culture because they highlight how christianity s
beliefs affect relationships promote a relational group
context in which christians can experience the teaching in
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depth and show believers how they can live out christianity s
central truths before their community and world more than
just a program the unshakable truth journey growth guides
are a tool for long term change and transformation

The New Evidence that Demands a
Verdict
1999

evidence i ii the classic defense of the faith now fully
updated to answer the questions challenging evangelical
faith today the new evidence maintains its classic defense of
the faith yet addresses new issues the new evidence is
destined to equip believers with a ready defense for the next
decade and beyond

Beyond Belief to Convictions
2002

if the church doesn t act now we will lose a whole generation
to postmodernism most young people believe that truth is
relative to individual beliefs mcdowell insists that truth
matters and that truth changes who we are and how we act
mcdowell introduces relational apologetics proving that
objective truth is founded on a relationship with jesus christ
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The Amazing Bible Adventure for
Kids
2012-05

katie disobeys a family rule in going to the pond without
adult supervision not realizing that grownups rules are like
god s rules in that they represent love and protection
includes discussion questions at the end of the story

12 Crucial Truths of the Christian
Faith
2024-01-09

relational apologetics for this generation and the next
mounting disenchantment with the christian faith has
resulted in a growing concern for the future of the church
particularly as it relates to the most recent generations but
as we seek to reach young unbelievers with the truth
transformation and joy only jesus can provide we must first
understand it for ourselves in the 12 crucial truths of the
christian faith acclaimed apologists josh and sean mcdowell
clearly and winsomely distill the essentials of a living
christian faith more than just intellectual ideas these truths
are reflections of a way of life exemplified by god helping
you deepen your own understanding of what you believe why
you believe it and how you can align your actions with these
beliefs live in right relationship with god yourself and others
establish a transformative foundation of faith in the lives of
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generations to come packed with examples and stories this
handy reference is for christians who want to cultivate an
unshakable faith and learn how to live it out

A Ready Defense
2021-11-02

be prepared in season and out with this handy reference
book of faith timely and biblically based josh mcdowell s
work offers defenses in 60 of the most challenged areas of
faith all in one easy to reference volume this book will
strengthen your commitment and help you stand firm
against challenges to the truth

Coffee House Chronicles Set
2011-01-07

this set includes all three books of the the coffee house
chronicles is the bible true really a dialogue on skepticism
evidence and truth who is jesus really a dialogue on god man
and grace and did the resurrection happen really a dialogue
on life death and hope with over 40 million books sold
bestselling author josh mcdowell is no stranger to creatively
presenting biblical truth now partnering with fellow apologist
dave sterrett josh introduces a new series targeted at the
intersection of story and truth the coffee house chronicles
are short easily devoured novellas aimed at answering
prevalent spiritual questions each book in the series tackles
a long contested question of the faith and then answer these
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questions with truth through relationships and dialogue in
each story in is the bible true really a dialogue on skepticism
evidence and truth we meet nick a college freshman at a
state school in texas nick has his spiritual world turned
upside down with what he hears in an introduction to religion
class his questions turn into conversations as he dialogues
with professors friends and family about the authenticity and
authority of the bible in who is jesus really a dialogue on god
man and grace the group of students now meeting at the
coffee house at a college town in texas come face to face
with the implications of the person and works of jesus christ
their questions and conversations lead them to creatively
respond to a well known atheist about jesus claims and
actions in did the resurrection happen really a dialogue on
life death and hope the college campus is rocked by a
shooting spree that leaves nine students dead their up close
experience with mortality allies the coffee house discussion
group together to really wrestle with the spiritual and eternal
ramifications of whether or not jesus rose from the dead

Evidence for Jesus
2023-04-25

quick answers to tough questions about jesus life ministry
and divinity is there archeological proof that jesus existed did
jesus ever actually claim to be god is jesus really the only
way there s a good chance that every christian will be asked
tough questions like these at some point in their lives
whether from combative skeptics curious seekers or even
doubts in their own minds to help followers of christ answer
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questions quickly and confidently josh and sean mcdowell
adapted the wisdom from their apologetics classic evidence
that demands a verdict into an accessible resource that
provides answers to common questions about jesus evidence
for jesus answers these questions and more is there
evidence that jesus was real did jesus ever actually claim to
be god what makes jesus unique from other religious figures
is christianity a copycat religion what does the old testament
teach about the coming messiah did jesus really rise from
the dead why does the resurrection of jesus matter evidence
for jesus will equip brand new believers and lifelong
christians alike with time tested rebuttals to defend their
faith in jesus against even the harshest critics

Examining Misconceptions about
Christianity
1981

this seeker friendly book invites readers to discover that
certainty involves some absolutes it addresses
postmodernists view of truth pointing to the absolute truth in
the person of jesus

In Search of Certainty
2003

relational apologetics for this generation and the next
mounting disenchantment with the christian faith has
resulted in a growing concern for the future of the church
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particularly as it relates to the most recent generations but
as we seek to reach young unbelievers with the truth
transformation and joy only jesus can provide we must first
understand it for ourselves in the 12 crucial truths of the
christian faith acclaimed apologists josh and sean mcdowell
clearly and winsomely distill the essentials of a living
christian faith more than just intellectual ideas these truths
are reflections of a way of life exemplified by god helping
you deepen your own understanding of what you believe why
you believe it and how you can align your actions with these
beliefs live in right relationship with god yourself and others
establish a transformative foundation of faith in the lives of
generations to come packed with examples and stories this
handy reference is for christians who want to cultivate an
unshakable faith and learn how to live it out

12 Crucial Truths of the Christian
Faith
2024-01-09

josh mcdowell has written an eight week group course to
help parents instill biblical virtues such as honesty love and
sexual purity in their children the workbook includes daily
family activities for learning how to make right choices a
habit

Truth Matters
1995-05
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